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Abstract
Let R  Ct be the ring of all polynomials in the real variable t with complex coef-
ficients. We show that if A is an n-square hermitian matrix with entries in R, then A is
congruent to the direct sum of a zero matrix and a diagonally dominant matrix. Here,
diagonally dominant means that the degree of any main diagonal entry is greater than
the degree of any other entry in the same row and column. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc.
All rights reserved.
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Let R  Ct be the ring of all polynomials in the real variable t with coef-
ficients in the complex numbers C. If f t 2 R, the complex conjugate of
f t Pmj0 ajtj is given by
f t 
Xm
j0
ajtj:
Definition 1. If At 2 MnR is an n n matrix with polynomial entries, we say
that At is hermitian if At  At, i.e., if
aijt  ajit
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for i; j  1; . . . ; n. We let HnR denote the set of all hermitian matrices in
MnR.
Definition 2. For a square matrix A, let Aa1; . . . ; ar be the principal submatrix
determined by the intersection of rows and columns a1; . . . ; ar.
Definition 3. Let At and Bt 2 HnR. We say that At is congruent to Bt if
there is a matrix Pt 2 MnR such that
i det P t  k is a non-zero constant; and
ii Bt  P tAtP t:
Clearly, congruence is an equivalence relation on HnR. It is an open
problem to determine the equivalence classes. There are some obvious neces-
sary conditions for two matrices At and Bt to be congruent. For instance,
we must have det Bt  r det At for some r > 0. It is also necessary that
At0 and Bt0 have the same inertia for any real t0. However, this will not be
enough. Moreover, not every hermitian matrix in MnR can be diagonalized by
congruence.
Definition 4. Let At 2 HnR. We say that At has an isotropic line if there is a
non-zero column vector vt 2 Rn such that vtAtvt  0.
Definition 5. Let At 2 HnR. We say that At is diagonally dominant if for all
i  1; . . . ; n;
deg aiit > deg aijt
for any j 6 i. Here, we are taking deg0  ÿ1.
Observe that any diagonal matrix with non-zero determinant is diagonally
dominant. It is also clear that any diagonally dominant matrix has a non-zero
determinant; in fact, if At is diagonally dominant, then
degdet At  deg
Yn
j1
aiit:
The following lemma is now obvious.
Lemma 6. Let At 2 HnR. If At is diagonally dominant, and
degdet At  0 or 1, then At is diagonal.
In 1972, Coppel [1] proved the following result.
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Theorem 7. Let At 2 HnR. Assume that detAt is a non-zero constant.
Then At is congruent to a diagonal matrix.
Generalizing this result, Gohberg et al. [3] proved.
Theorem 8. Let At 2 HnR. Suppose that det At 6 0. Then either At is
congruent to a diagonally dominant matrix, or At has an isotropic line.
In this paper, we will verify this result without any assumptions about the
existence of isotropic lines. In [3] the authors also proved the following theo-
rem. A simplified proof was given later by Djokovic [2].
Theorem 9. Let At 2 HnR. Suppose that det At is not identically zero.
Suppose further that At has constant inertia over all real t0 such that
det At0 6 0. Then we can factor At as
At  PtDPt;
where D is a constant diagonal matrix with all eigenvalues 1.
Note that if det At is a constant, this is Coppel’s result. The purpose of this
paper is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 10. Let At 2 HnR. Then At is congruent to a matrix of the form
0 Qt;
where Qt is diagonally dominant.
We first need a few reductions. Suppose that At is singular, i.e.,
detAt  0. Then we can find a non-zero polynomial row vector vt which is
orthogonal to every column of At. Further, since we are over a Euclidean
ring, we may assume that the coordinates in vt are relatively prime. Complete
vt to a matrix X t with non-zero constant determinant and then observe that
X tAtX t has zero first row and column. Now we can finish the theorem by
induction. Therefore, we will always assume that detAt is not identically
zero.
The following lemma will be used repeatedly. The proof is easy enough to
omit.
Lemma 11. Let f t 2 R be a non-constant polynomial with real coefficients. Let
mt 2 R be a non-zero polynomial such that deg mt < deg f t. Then there
exists a polynomial qt 2 R such that
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i f t ÿ 2Reqtmt 6 0; and
ii degf t ÿ 2Reqtmtdeg f t:
We now prove the main theorem. Note that if At is congruent to a direct
sum decomposition, then we are done by induction. Let d1 be the smallest
degree of any non-zero entry on the main diagonal of any matrix congruent to
At. We may assume that the (1,1) entry of At has degree d1. Observe that if
d1  0, then we may use a congruence to zero out the first row and column of
At and finish by induction. Thus we also assume that d1 P 1.
We next assert that At is congruent to a matrix Bt satisfying the following
properties:
i deg b11  d1;
ii B1; 2 is diagonally dominant:
To see why this is so, suppose that Bt is congruent to At and satisfies (i)
above. Using Bt11 as a pivot, we can perform a series of congruences so that
the first row (and column) of the resulting matrix Ct is diagonally dominant
and d1 is the degree of the (1,1) entry. If c12      c1n  0, we are done by
induction, since C2; . . . ; n is non-singular. Otherwise, we may assume that
c12 6 0. If c22 6 0, then C1; 2 fits our requirements. If c22  0, we follow
Lemma 11, adding a multiple of rows 2 to 1 and then the appropriate multiple
of columns 2 to 1, so that the resulting degree of the (1,1) position is less than
d1, without the (1,1) position being zero. This contradiction verifies the as-
sertion.
Now let S2 be the set of all matrices Bt congruent to At which satisfy (i)
and (ii) above and in addition satisfy
iii d2  deg b22 is as small as possible:
For notational convenience, we assume that At 2 S2. We next define S3 as the
set of all matrices in S2 for which the leading 3 3 principal submatrix is di-
agonally dominant, and subject to this condition, has the smallest possible
degree for the (3,3) entry. Then recursively define S4; . . . Thus, S2  S3    
The problem is to show that each Sj is non-empty. Suppose we have produced a
matrix in Srÿ1. We assume without loss of generality that At 2 Srÿ1. To
construct Sr, we need to show that there exists a matrix Bt congruent to At
satisfying
i Bt 2 Srÿ1 and
ii Bt1; . . . ; r is diagonally dominant:
Since At 2 Srÿ1; At1; . . . ; r ÿ 1 is diagonally dominant. We also lose no
generality in taking the first row of At to be diagonally dominant. Put dij to be
the degree of the (i; j) entry in At.
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Let
M1  maxfd1r; . . . drÿ1;rg; and put
M2  maxfdjr : djj6 djr; j  1; . . . ; r ÿ 1g:
If M2 is not definable, then rows 1; . . . ; r ÿ 1 of At1; . . . ; r are diagonally
dominant, and we go to a later place in the proof to take care of position r; r.
Otherwise, it is clear that M26M1. Choose s such that dsr  M2, and dss6 dsr.
Using the Euclidean division algorithm, perform a congruence on At, adding
a suitable multiple of column s of A to column r of A so that the degree of
position s; r is less than dss. Note that A1; . . . ; r ÿ 1 is unchanged. Then
perform the corresponding row operation so that the resulting matrix Bt is
congruent to At. Put ejr  deg bjrt; j  1; . . . ; r. We summarize our position
with several observations.
i B1; . . . ; r ÿ 1  A1; . . . ; r ÿ 1:
ii ejr6 maxfdjr; dsr ÿ dss  djsg6 maxfdjr; dsr ÿ 1g
6 maxfdjr;M2 ÿ 1g; j  1; . . . ; r ÿ 1:
iiii If djr > M2; then djr  ejr; and this will
continue to be true as we iterate:
iv If djr > M2; then the jth rows and columns of
B1; . . . ; r and A1; . . . ; r are diagonally dominant:
v If djr  M2; then ejr6M2 and in at least one
case; j  s; esr < dsr:
vi If djr < M2; then ejr < M2:
Now let N1 and N2 be defined for Bt as M1 and M2 were for At. (Again, if
N2 is not definable, we go to a later place in the proof.) Using (ii), we see that
N26N16M2 and the number of ejr which are equal to N2 and P ejj is less than
the number of such djr. It follows by induction on M2 that enough iterations
will produce a series of congruences so that At is congruent to a matrix Ct
satisfying
i C1; . . . ; r ÿ 1  A1; . . . ; r ÿ 1:
ii The first r ÿ 1 rows of C1; . . . ; r are diagonally dominant:
iii C1; . . . ; k 2 Sk; k  1; . . . ; r ÿ 1:
Now, suppose that crr 6 0. If deg crr P drÿ1;rÿ1, then C1; . . . ; r is diagonally
dominant, and we have shown that Sr is non-empty. Otherwise, choose p such
that dpÿ1;pÿ16deg crr < dpp. Such a p must exist because d1  d116 deg crr. Now
perform the permutation congruence that switches rows and columns r and p.
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The resulting matrix G satisfies G1; . . . ; p ÿ 1  C1; . . . ; p ÿ 1;G1; . . . ; p is
diagonally dominant, and deg gpp < dpp, which contradicts the assumption that
C1; . . . ; p 2 Sp.
We are therefore left with the case that crr  0. Suppose that the rth column
of C1; . . . ; r is not all zero. Let cqr be the first non-zero entry in that column.
Using Lemma 11, perform a congruence on C, adding a suitable multiple of
column r to column q so that the degree of the q; q entry is reduced without
making it zero. The resulting matrix H will satisfy H 1; . . . ; qÿ 1 
C1; . . . ; qÿ 1; H 1; . . . ; q is diagonally dominant, and deg hqq < deg cqq, a
contradiction to the choice of Sq.
It follows that we are down to the case that the rth row (and column) of
C1; . . . ; r is entirely zero. Perform the permutation congruence on C that
switches rows and columns r and r  1, obtaining a new matrix C1. Iterate the
above process. Either we obtain the conclusion that Sr is non-empty, or the rth
and r  1st rows and columns of C1 are entirely zero. Thus we eventually
establish that Sr is non-empty, or C1; . . . ; r is a direct summand and we finish
by induction.
Corollary 12. Let A(t) be hermitian of size n. Suppose that det At has degree
0,1 or 2. Then A(t) can be diagonalized by congruence.
Proof. We may assume that At is diagonally dominant. The case of deg det
At  0 or 1 is obvious. For the case that deg(det At  2, we may assume
that n  2 and that
At  t  a b
b t  c
 
;
or
At  ÿt  a b
b t  c
 
;
where a; b; c 2 C. In the first situation, a constant unitary matrix which diag-
onalizes the constant part of At will diagonalize At. For the second situa-
tion, if b  0, we are done. Otherwise, perform a congruence with a constant
diagonal unitary matrix so that b is replaced with xb such that
a c 2Re xb 6 0. Then perform a congruence with
U  1
2
p 1 1
1 ÿ1
 
:
The resulting matrix has a c 2Re xb as its (1,1) entry. Since this is a non-
zero constant, we can perform one more congruence to diagonalize. 
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If det At has degree larger than 2, diagonalization is not always possible.
In fact, we can have infinitely many congruences classes as the following
example shows.
Example 13. Choose a 2 R; a6 ÿ 1 or 06 a6 1. This is equivalent to
aÿ a3 P 0. Choose c 2 C so that j c2 j aÿ a3. Let
At  t ÿ a c
c t2  at  a2 ÿ 1
 
:
Then det At  t3 ÿ t. Now choose a1 and c1 in the same fashion and let
A1t  t ÿ a1 c1c1 t2  a1t  a21 ÿ 1
 
:
An easy degree argument shows that At and A1t cannot be congruent unless
a  a1. Thus there are infinitely many congruence classes of matrices whose
determinants are all t3 ÿ t.
The above example shows that det At alone cannot determine the con-
gruence class of At. It is also clear that the behavior of the inertia of At as t
moves through R is also not enough. There are a few special cases, however,
where the inertia and determinant of At alone will determine diagonalization.
Theorem 14. Let At 2 HnR be of size n. Suppose that degdetAt  n;
and that for each pair r; nÿ r; r  0; . . . ; n, there is a tr 2 R such that Atr has
exactly r positive eigenvalues and nÿ r negative eigenvalues. Then At is con-
gruent to a diagonal matrix.
Proof. Clearly all n roots of det At must be real. We assume that At is di-
agonally dominant. If a main diagonal entry were constant, say a11  1, then
At could never be negative definite and the hypothesis is contradicted.
Therefore, the i; i entry of At has the form it ÿ bi; i  1; . . . ; n, where
i  1: If all i are the same, diagonalization is clear. Also, if aij  0 whenever
ij ÿ 1, diagonalization is clear. Thus, suppose that a11  t ÿ b1;
a22  ÿt ÿ b2; and a12 6 0. We may assume without loss of generality that a12
is real. Perform a congruence on At with the matrix
1 1
1 ÿ1
 
 0
obtaining Bt. Obviously, b11 and b22 will be constant. If either is non-zero, we
are done. If both are zero, then b1  b2  0; and b11  a12  0. This concludes
the proof. 
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